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Plumb’s Veterinary Drug Handbook, Ninth Edition updates
the most complete, detailed, and trusted source of drug
information relevant to veterinary medicine. Provides a fully
updated edition of the classic veterinary drug handbook, with
carefully curated dosages per indication for clear guidance on
selecting a dose Features 16 new drugs Offers an
authoritative, complete reference for detailed information
about animal medication Designed to be used every day in
the fast-paced veterinary setting Includes dosages for a wide
range of species, including dogs, cats, exotic animals, and
farm animals
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of
disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and
Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The
power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for
academics to question whether Disney’s films and music
function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views
of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and
sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious
reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume.
On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations
or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to
the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary
according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the
interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the
movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to
engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about
the good, the bad, and the best way forward.
Horses, by their very nature, are mythic creatures — they
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represent in our collective imagination aspects of the human
journey at its greatest. In Riding into Your Mythic Life,
therapeutic riding instructor Patricia Broersma invites readers
on an experiential journey of transformation with these
powerful creatures, offering ways to explore life’s events as
part of one’s own mythic journey. Broersma has developed
her theories over twenty years of working with horses and
children with special needs, as well as through a twelve-year
series of horse camps for teenagers and weekend workshops
for adults. Riding into Your Mythic Life offers readers the
opportunity to explore and expand human potential through
powerful experiences with horses and mythology. These
experiences teach skills for developing intuition, compassion,
and leadership, and ultimately for stepping into one’s greater
life.
For the rider, hunter, camper, or fisherman who wants to get
to inaccessible places, this book tells what to take and how to
pack it on a horse.
Sound professional advice on what to do until the veterinarian
arrives. Dr. Eleanor Kellon has created a quick and easy
reference to conditions that require emergency treatment. Dr.
Kellon’s Guide to First Aid for Horses offers guidelines to be
followed in determining what a horse's problem could be, and
it suggests information that should be given to the
veterinarian as soon as you call. The book is organized by
color-coded chapters on specific types of problems, or on
specific anatomical areas and organ systems. At the
beginning of each chapter is a quick reference list of
symptoms and topics that allows you to turn immediately to
those sections of the chapter that might pertain to your
horse’s problems. Dr. Kellon’s Guide to First Aid for Horses
includes lists of symptoms and their causes, instructions for
home treatment, and checklists of the first aid supplies
necessary to deal with the following emergencies:
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Concussions, burns, and shock Abrasions, lacerations,
bleeding Smoke inhalation, asthma, and emphysema Fever,
botulism, and blood poisoning Colic, bloating, constipation,
and diarrhea Hypothermia, hyperthermia, and frostbite
Stroke, muscle cramps, laminitis, and seizures Bladder
infection and stones in the urinary tract Prolonged labor,
newborn emergencies Allergies and adverse drug reactions
And many other life threatening situations or conditions Dr.
Kellon also includes reference sections on preparing horses
for treatment, restraint, drug reactions, and managing trapped
horses. Give yourself the confidence to deal with any
emergency veterinary situation by keeping a copy of Dr.
Kellon’s Guide to First Aid for Horses close at hand.
Coach Daniel Stewart has made a name for himself over the
past 25 years, enthusiastically training riders of all levels
throughout the world, as well as coaching top athletes on
several US Equestrian Teams at World Championships,
World Equestrian Games, and the Olympics. He’s widely
considered one of the world’s leading experts on equestrian
sport psychology, athletics, and performance, providing tips
and quips at hundreds of clinics a year, in his bestselling
books, and online through his Pressure Proof Academy. Now
Coach Stewart is combining his popular rider mental
conditioning techniques with ideas for physical conditioning,
as well. In Fit and Focused in 52 for Riders, readers get quickhit recommendations for one exercise for the body, and one
for the mind, for every week of the year. The end goal is
attaining full-on fitness that ensures improved performance on
horseback, whatever your age, ability, or discipline. With 52
weeks of creative cross-training, and loads of ideas for
customizing workouts to fit personal goals and lifestyle
schedules, riders are sure to find themselves positive,
pumped up, and ready to go, from head to toe.
In this fascinating best seller, Cherry Hill explores the way
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horses think and how it affects their behavior. Explaining why
certain smells and sounds appeal to your horse’s sensibility
and what sets off his sudden movements, Hill stresses how
recognizing the thought processes behind your horse’s
actions can help you communicate effectively and develop a
trusting relationship based on mutual respect.

More than 100,000 entrepreneurs rely on this book
for detailed, step-by-step instructions on building
successful, scalable, profitable startups. The
National Science Foundation pays hundreds of
startup teams each year to follow the process
outlined in the book, and it's taught at Stanford,
Berkeley, Columbia and more than 100 other leading
universities worldwide. Why? The Startup Owner's
Manual guides you, step-by-step, as you put the
Customer Development process to work. This
method was created by renowned Silicon Valley
startup expert Steve Blank, co-creator with Eric Ries
of the "Lean Startup" movement and tested and
refined by him for more than a decade. This
608-page how-to guide includes over 100 charts,
graphs, and diagrams, plus 77 valuable checklists
that guide you as you drive your company toward
profitability. It will help you: • Avoid the 9 deadly sins
that destroy startups' chances for success • Use the
Customer Development method to bring your
business idea to life • Incorporate the Business
Model Canvas as the organizing principle for startup
hypotheses • Identify your customers and determine
how to "get, keep andPage
grow"
customers profitably •
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Compute how you'll drive your startup to repeatable,
scalable profits. The Startup Owner's Manual was
originally published by K&S Ranch Publishing Inc.
and is now available from Wiley. The cover, design,
and content are the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product.
Use massage to help your dog relax, to condition the
canine athlete, to assist in recovery from injuries or
to ease chronic pain. Learn the techniques of a
recognized expert in the field so that you can bring
the well-known benefits of massage to your own dog
or become a canine massage specialist. New edition
has over 100 illustrations and 100 photos, detailed
examinations of muscular stress points, diagnoses
and treatments. You will learn the basics of canine
anatomy and kinesiology; massage movements,
pressures, techniques and systems; routines
designed to address specific health problems;
stretching and hydrotherapy techniques; tips on how
to run a canine massage business, and more.
Excellent source of information on dog anatomy as
well.
Linda Kohanov is beloved for her groundbreaking
articulation of “the way of the horse,” an experiential
wisdom known to riders for centuries but little studied
or adapted to off-horse use. Now Kohanov takes
those horse-inspired insights on the nonverbal
elements of exceptional communication and
leadership into the realms of our workplaces and
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relationships. Here we explore the benefits of
“nonpredatory power” in developing assertiveness,
fostering creativity, dealing with conflict, and
heightening mind-body awareness. In “A Brief
History of Power,” the first part of this far-reaching
book, Kohanov profiles cultural innovators who
employed extraordinary nonverbal leadership skills
to change history, usually on horseback: Winston
Churchill, George Washington, Alexander the Great,
and Siddhartha Gautama (the Buddha), among
others. She also draws on the behavior of mature
horse herds, as well as the herding cultures of Africa
and Mongolia, to debunk theories of dominance
hierarchies, challenge ingrained notions of “survival
of the fittest,” and demonstrate the power of a
consensual leadership in which governing roles are
fluid. Kohanov then adapts these lessons into twelve
powerful guiding principles we can all incorporate
into our work and personal lives. Eloquent and
provocative, this is horse sense for everyone who
seeks to thrive in the herds we all run in — our
communities, careers, families, and friendships.
Experience the sheer joy of being one with your
horse and one with nature. When you're riding the
trails with your horse, you enjoy a refreshing feeling
of freedom, the exhilaration of exploration, and an
invigorating escape from the demands of the day.
You're in control--as long as you can control the
1,000-pound creature you're riding. Trail Riding: A
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Complete Guide takes you from the basics to more
advanced trail riding skills with information on: * How
to choose a horse, including basics on conformation
* Finding the best trail-riding lessons, tack, and
equipment * Feeding, care, grooming, health care,
and stable management * Conditioning--for the
horse and yourself * Trailering to trails * Advanced
trail riding, including information on camping with
your horse, how competitive trail riding is judged,
and racing on the trail * Tips on how to find the best
trails, both locally and around the country This book
helps you develop the knowledge and skills that will
give you a leg up every time you climb in the saddle.
You and your horse will become the perfect pair for
relaxing yet energizing adventures off the beaten
path.
Horses allow ordinary people to do extraordinary
things, and this extraordinary ebook shows you how.
Now revised and updated, the Complete Horse
Riding Manual covers dressage, show jumping, and
cross-country riding, detailing everything you need to
know to compete in these events, whether you are a
beginner or more experienced rider. Complete Horse
Riding Manual is brimming with advice on finding the
best horse for you, training a young horse, forming
the ultimate horse-and-rider team, boosting and
maintaining your own physical fitness and
suppleness, and building the fitness and stamina of
your horse.
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Illustrated in full color throughout, with more than
650 specially commissioned color photographs and
diagrams, Complete Horse Care Manual is almost a
Vet-in-Your-Pocket for horse owners, telling you how
to provide regular care and attention for your horse,
how to guard against health problems, and when the
problem is serious enough to need professional
attention. Providing the enthusiast with a sound
understanding of how a horse functions, this manual
clearly explains in non-technical terms the key
elements of the horse's make-up, from legs and
joints to teeth and jaws, from body systems to body
language. Topics covered include the all-important
but routine procedures such as clipping, trimming,
and shoeing, to more vital subjects such as grazing
requirements and nutritional needs. There are
extremely useful 'Disorders' Fact Finder sections,
there is advice on horse transport takes into account
new research, and the latest information on equine
passports and microchipping.
The must-have resource drawing together all
aspects of hospital care of the horse and specialist
techniques in equine medicine. Written by a team of
over 30 international experts working at the cutting
edge of equine medicine and surgery. The emphasis
is on practical, easy-to-access information, with a
sound basis in evidence based medicine and full
references for further enquiry. The Equine Hospital
Manual covers the range of procedures used on
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hospitalized adult horses and foals from the simple
to the advanced. The book is liberally illustrated with
photographs and line drawings. Covering: Basic
skills including physical examination, blood
collection, and bandaging Advanced skills including
mechanical ventilation, lung biopsy and cardiac
output measurement Designing and setting up an
equine hospital Biosecurity Therapeutic drugs used
in horses and their doses Nutrition for hospital
patients, including TPN and PPN Fluid therapy –
choices, amounts and pitfalls Anaesthesia –
equipment, techniques and post-operative care
including analgesia Reflecting the substantial trend
in recent years to treat horses in a hospital rather
than in the field, this book provides all you need to
know whether you have facilities to treat one or one
hundred horses.
Covering many different diagnostic tools, this essential
resource explores both traditional treatments and
alternative therapies for conditions that can cause gait
abnormalities in horses. Broader in scope than any other
book of its kind, this edition describes equine sporting
activities and specific lameness conditions in major sport
horse types, and includes up-to-date information on all
imaging modalities. This title includes additional digital
media when purchased in print format. For this digital
book edition, media content may not be included. Cuttingedge information on diagnostic application for computed
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging includes
the most comprehensive section available on MRI in the
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live horse. Coverage of traditional treatment modalities
also includes many aspects of alternative therapy, with a
practical and realistic perspective on prognosis. An
examination of the various types of horses used in sports
describes the lameness conditions to which each horse
type is particularly prone, as well as differences in
prognosis. Guidelines on how to proceed when a
diagnosis cannot easily be reached help you manage
conditions when faced with the limitations of current
diagnostic capabilities. Clinical examination and
diagnostic analgesia are given a special emphasis.
Practical, hands-on information covers a wide range of
horse types from around the world. A global perspective
is provided by a team of international authors, editors,
and contributors. A full-color insert shows thermography
images. Updated chapters include the most current
information on topics such as MRI, foot pain, stem cell
therapy, and shock wave treatment. Two new chapters
include The Biomechanics of the Equine Limb and its
Effect on Lameness and Clinical Use of Stem Cells,
Marrow Components, and Other Growth Factors. The
chapter on the hock has been expanded substantially,
and the section on lameness associated with the foot
has been completely rewritten to include state-of-the-art
information based on what has been learned from MRI.
Many new figures appear throughout the book.
Hypertonie.
Horse riders, horse lovers, and equestrians everywhere
will enjoy this new book from our favorite controversial
chiropractor, Dr. Daniel Kamen. Dr. Dan explains how
any horse owner or stable keeper can take proper care
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of their animal. These animals are the same equine
version of highly trained athletes, he says, and like any
athlete they are susceptible to strain or injury. Whether
the patient is human or animal, the basic chiropractic
technique--manipulating the spine to return misaligned
bones to their proper position--is the same. Kamen says,
"If it has a spine, I can work on it." With the aid of a few
bales of hay for height, and a few of these easy-to-follow
techniques which are accompanied by over 170
illustrations, you can give your animal the proper care he
needs to keep him on track. Dr. Kamen has treated
racehorses for what he terms "a nagging backache."
With this trademark humor and anecdotes about his
adventures as an animal chiropractor, Dr. Kamen has
again delivered a book that will delight owner and animal
alike. A wonderful gift for horse lovers. About the Author
Dr. Daniel Kamen was born in Chicago, Illinois and has
been practicing chiropractic since 1981. His father is a
highly respected anesthesiologist; his mother, a gifted
artist. Dr. Kamen's original animal chiropractic
organization, "Animal Crackers," produced animal
chiropractic educational materials, which taught others
how to adjust dogs and horses. Dr. Kamen lives with his
wife, Sharon, of thirty-four years. Together they have
three sons, Jeffrey, Gary and Kevin. He makes his home
in Buffalo Grove, Illinois. Dr. Kamen has been featured in
many TV, radio, and newspaper stories concerning his
work with animal chiropractic. He currently is on tour,
teaching a professional as well as a lay lecture seminar
on animal chiropractic (horse and dog adjusting). His
hobbies include playing the piano and chess (master
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level). Books by Daniel Kamen include: "The Well
Adjusted Dog, The Well Adjusted Horse, The Well
Adjusted Cat" and a novel entitled "Stagecoach Road:
The Bullies Must Die."
*THE TOP 10 BESTSELLER FROM THE MOST
DECORATED BRITISH FEMALE OLYMPIAN IN
HISTORY* 'Refreshingly honest [...] a highly enjoyable,
fascinating read.' Horse and Hound ________________
_______________________________ "To ride into that
arena, next to a sea of British flags and hear the roar of
clapping and cheering, was so exciting. It's a sound I will
never, ever forget." Charlotte Dujardin and her
charismatic horse Valegro burst onto the international
sports scene with their record-breaking performance at
the London, 2012 Olympics. The world was captivated
by the young woman with the dazzling smile and her
dancing horse. But no one quite knew what it took to get
there, nor how hard the path to success would be - until
now. Dujardin began riding horses at the age of two, but
dressage was firmly the domain of the wealthy, not the
life of a girl from a middle-class family. Her parents
sacrificed all and with a undeterred focus, Charlotte left
school at 16 to follow her dream. When she was invited
to be a groom for the British Olympian Carl Hester, she
began to ride Valegro, a dark bay gelding and an
unbreakable bond was formed. This is their incredible
story.
Ren Hurst finds her way to horses as a teenager,
following a turbulent and painful childhood. They are her
saving grace, her first experience of pure joy and
freedom. She soon becomes a passionate horsewoman,
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intent on riding her way to the top. Her ascent takes an
unexpected turn when compassion becomes the key
component to success after she discovers an entirely
new paradigm regarding equine understanding and
practices. This understanding leads her to walk away
completely from riding and training horses and into a
world where relationship is all that matters. These
innovative currents of change reveal themselves to be
demanding and controversial, but also exceptionally
rewarding and unavoidably far-reaching into Ren's
personal life. She embarks on a wild quest of radical
transformation, finding an ever-deepening compassion
for herself and all life around her. This book is the story
of a woman's metamorphosis through her falls, rises,
and life-changing insights, under the wise and
benevolent guidance of a powerful animal.
Sarah Dessen meets the Wild West in this tale of wild
mustangs, irresistible wranglers, and the first rule of
horses: if you get bucked off, you have to get back on.
Cassidy Carrigan wasn’t planning to ever get on a horse
again. She wasn’t even planning on going to back to
school after her dad moved out, her best friend ditched
her, and her anxiety took over. But then she wasn’t
planning on being shipped off to a ranch in the
mountains of Wyoming as a charity case either. Or falling
for a cowboy with a broken nose and an even more
broken soul. But sometimes you just have to do a stupid,
dangerous thing to have the time of your life. Set in the
wild, beautiful west, here is a story about fear and failure
and falling in love when the odds are against you.
Alternatingly heart-stopping and heart-breaking, The
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Thief of Happy Endings is a story that will stay with you,
like a summer you’ll never forget.
Diagnose, treat, and manage equine skin disorders with
the most comprehensive reference available! With 900
full-color photos, Equine Dermatology covers skin
diseases ranging from those that merely annoy the horse
to others that interfere with the horse's ability to function
in riding, working, or show. Thorough coverage includes
essential basics and practical diagnostic methods,
therapies, and specific abnormalities and defects. The
book describes the structure and function of the skin,
and discusses disorders including bacterial, fungal,
parasitic, viral, protozoal, allergic, immune-mediated,
endocrine, metabolic, and nutritional diseases. It also
covers congenital and hereditary defects, pigmentation
abnormalities, keratinization defects, environmental skin
diseases, and skin tumors. Written by renowned equine
dermatologists Danny Scott and Bill Miller, this allinclusive resource covers the latest dermatologic topics
and the newest therapies. Current, comprehensive
coverage includes every known equine dermatosis. An
emphasis on differential diagnosis includes key
differentials and breed predilections for each disease,
especially helpful when you have only a specimen and
an incomplete history to work with. A consistent format
makes it easy to locate information on each skin
disorder, including a clinical description, its cause and
pathogenesis, clinical features, clinical management,
diagnosis, treatment, and any zoonotic aspects. Expert
authors Danny W. Scott, DVM, and William H. Miller, Jr.,
VMD, offer years of knowledge, experience, and their
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vast image collections. Diagnostic tables in each chapter
provide a quick reference for identifying lesions and
disorders. An extensive list of references at the end of
each chapter includes recommendations for further
reading. New coverage of dermatologic conditions
includes the latest topics and emerging disorders such
as chronic progressive lymphedema,
herpesvirus-2-associated dermatitis, salmonellaassociated dermatoses, and nodular auricular
chondropathy. Updated Diagnostic Methods chapter
covers multiple methods of developing a differential
diagnosis list based on breed, lesion type, patterns, and
location. A focus on common clinical problems highlights
the conditions most likely to be seen in practice. Almost
1,000 full-color photos of skin disorders make it easy to
distinguish clinical characteristics and variations of
normal and abnormal for accurate diagnosis and
therapy.
Janice L. Blake, Thoroughbred race horse jockey and author,
describes how to take a horse to the race track and back
safely. This guide is great for beginners, owners, and other
rail birds who want to know more about what goes on behind
the scenes of a Thoroughbred race track as the horses are
being exercised in the morning. Follow along with Janice as
she gets a leg-up on the race horse, rides to the track,
exercises the horse, and brings it back to the barn unscathed.
EQUINE SCIENCE, 4th Edition imparts students with the
basic understanding of horses necessary to be successful in
equine care and management. Richly illustrated in full color,
the book uses a logical, easy-to-follow outline to make both
learning and lesson planning simple, while addressing
essential topics like care and feeding, training, development
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and reproduction, illness, inheritance, and the history of
horses. Bursting with helpful features, EQUINE SCIENCE,
4th Edition piques student interest with detailed graphics and
photos, as well as informational sidebars, website references,
and end-of chapter activities that test their knowledge of the
material. Future equine professionals will especially
appreciate the glossary of terms at the end of the text, as well
as the appendix, which includes useful conversion factors
and worksheets and provides contact information for
professional organizations. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
This is the concise, easy-to-use version of Dr. Lewis's Equine
Clinical Nutrition, Feeding and Care. It includes a full-color
section identifying toxic plants and provides practical
information on the diversified effects of different nutrients,
feeds and supplements on a horse's athletic performance,
reproduction, growth, hooves, appetite, behavior and disease.
The book can help prevent common, but expensive problems
in horses of all ages.
“Far more than a book about how to care for a horse, though
it stands out as one of the best on the subject . . . beautiful”
(Susan Richards, author of Chosen by a Horse). This unique
guide to horsemanship incorporates Eastern philosophy to
describe how horses understand and respond to the flow of
vital energy around them, and how they use this energy,
called chi, to communicate with their herd, express
dominance, and sense predators. Written by the awardwinning author of The Scalpel and the Soul, and including
forewords by Monty Roberts and Dr. Robert Miller, Zen Mind,
Zen Horse shares safe, simple techniques to make you more
receptive to your animal’s chi, so you can develop a calm
and effective training style that will not only help your horse
follow commands, but strengthen the spiritual bond between
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horse and rider.
This book contains driver's manual for the State of New
Hampshire
Manual of Equine Lameness provides essential information
on equine lameness diagnostics and treatment in an easy-touse format ideal for the clinical setting. A clinically relevant
distillation of topics from Adams and Stashak's Lameness in
Horses, this text offers a quick introduction and fast access to
key information. An accompanying DVD includes practical
supplements, including additional anatomical images, video
clips demonstrating key procedures such as perineural and
intrasynovial injections, and examples of lameness conditions
in motion. Designed for use in daily practice, the book is
presented in brief chapters carefully formatted to maximize
the usefulness for practicing veterinarians. Manual of Equine
Lameness is an invaluable resource to any veterinarian
treating lameness in horses and an ideal reference for
veterinary students wanting to learn the fundamentals of
lameness.
Unique and groundbreaking, Heart To Heart With Horses is
an insightful guide to unlocking the healing power of the
heart. Real-life stories, inspiring case studies and simple
Reiki meditative exercises show how easy it is to share the
gift of true healing with the horses you love. Written by
Kathleen Prasad, one of the world's leading teachers in the
field of Reiki and president of the Shelter Animal Reiki
Association, this book illuminates powerful ways that
compassionate presence can heal.

Our hardcover and paperback digest editions of THE
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA are now graced with
new jacket and cover art by 2-time Caldecott
medalist David Wiesner.
With horses, we don't get a “do-over button,” as
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much as we'd sometimes like one. We have to live
with the choices we make, even when–looking
back–we know there might have been a better way
to communicate, a different way to teach a new
lesson, or another means to reach the desired end.
In this smart, honest book chock full of valuable
takeaways, gold medalist and renowned rider and
coach Denny Emerson uses stories of the standout
horses from his own riding career, which spans
almost 70 years, to detail some of the things he
wishes he'd known “then” that he knows now. With
a candid willingness to share mistakes he's made
over the years and clearly articulated ideas on how
others can avoid them, he commits himself and
those reading to finding more conscientious ways to
ride, train, and work with horses. From basics like
aids and equipment to more specialized subjects,
such as rider fitness, emotional control, and how to
determine what success with your horse really
means, riders of all skill levels can gain valuable,
hard-won knowledge from his bite-size lessons in life
and horsemanship. Perhaps most importantly,
Emerson insists that it is never, ever too late to
change–for the good of the horse and for the good of
oneself.
Equine Behavior: A guide for Veterinarians and
Equine Scientists is the quintessential reference for
all who really want to know what makes horses tick.
Research in horse behavior has made great strides
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in recent years. This book examines the truth behind
modern trends and ancient traditions. Full of insight,
it rounds up the latest findings of practitioners and
researchers from all over the world, drawing on both
cutting-edge research and best practice. With more
than 1,000 references, the book explores equine
behavior from first principles, by considering the
behavior of free-ranging horses and focusing on
ways in which management and training influence
the responses of their domestic counterparts. Equine
physicians, trainers, handlers and owners all need to
be students of equine behavior, because the first
sign of a problem is often a change in behavior. So,
whether you own, ride, lead, groom, feed or heal
horses, what you observe is vital to your
understanding. Behavioral problems in the stable
and under saddle are a grave concern for equine
veterinarians worldwide, because they can lead to
poor performance, welfare issues, abuse and,
ultimately, wastage. Traditionally, veterinarians gave
priority to the physical health of their equine patients.
This book is a unique attempt to demonstrate the
way science can throw light on how and why
problems and unwelcome behaviors arise. It also
offers ways to bring about change for the better.
Beautifully illustrated with more than 500
photographs and line diagrams, Equine Behavior: A
guide for veterinarians and equine scientists is an
essential resource for practising veterinarians,
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students and enthusiasts with a specific interest in
horses, ponies, and donkeys. Professional trainers
and handlers, equine scientists and behavior
therapists will also find its contents invaluable. Paul
McGreevy is Senior Lecturer in Animal Behavior at
the University of Sydney's Faculty of Veterinary
Science Features a practical, hands-on approach to
all aspects of equine behavior Discusses all factors
that effect equine behavior Contrasts normal
behavior with abnormal behavior Reviews all
behavioral problems Lists and reviews the latest
drug therapies Addresses difficult-to-treat clinical
problems such as head-shaking, with insights from
the leading researcher in this area Provides a brief
clinical evaluation of 'horse-whispering' Illustrates the
key behavioral differences between horses and
donkeys
Finally, a comprehensive collection of worldrenowned equine expert Linda Tellington-Jones'
healing equine bodywork and training exercises, for
use both on the ground and in the saddle. In one
fabulously illustrated book, those new to Linda's
approach are provided with a clear, step-by-step
introduction to the Tellington Method, while those
familiar with her work finally have the ultimate go-to
reference. The book is divided into three parts. Part
One briefly explains the background of the Tellington
Method and then discusses the reasons for
unwanted behavior and poor attitude in horses. Part
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Two, arranged alphabetically, contains a
compendium of 72 common behavioral, training and
health issues, many of which horse people face on a
daily basis. In this A to Z format, from Aggressive to
Other Horses to Weaving, Linda discusses the
possible reasons for these behaviors or problems
and offers conventional methods of solving these
challenges, as well as training solutions using the
Tellington Method. Part Three presents—for the first
time in one volume—the complete body of work that
makes up the Tellington Method: the Tellington
TTouches, Ground Exercises, and Ridden Work. At
the end of this section, there is also a detailed case
study, which includes 49 photographs showing every
step along the way to successfully teaching your
horse to load.
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